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Introduction
The Visitor Information Collection Program is a comprehensive survey, for the purpose of gathering Gravenhurst
specific visitor demographics and trends. 2018 was the first year of the program, running from April 1 – Dec 31,
2018. The 2019 survey was launched in January in order to capture four full seasons and identify similarities or
differences in visitor demographics, wants and needs.
This data will set baselines and assist in the development of future plans and initiatives. These plans are intended to
grow and support our local and regional tourism economy, and will foster overall community benefit and
development.
The Gravenhurst Strategic Plan sets forth a goal to make Gravenhurst a four-season destination to support local
businesses and increase year-round employment, especially in the retail and accommodations sectors. In order to
determine why visitors are coming and what would most likely encourage new or return visits, we needed to obtain
feedback to identify strengths and gaps of local tourism offerings from a visitor’s perspective.
27 businesses and 4 partner organizations participated in the 2018 program. Without their support and partnerships
this program could not have been successful.

Methodology
For the purpose of this review, a visitor will mean a person who does not live, work or own property within the
municipal boundaries of the Town of Gravenhurst.
The Gravenhurst Getaway Contest incentivised those visiting Gravenhurst to provided information about the size and
demographics of themselves or group, details of travel and stay, spending habits as well as the activities participated
in while here. The online survey was marketed using promotional cards which could be found at various local
proprietors and where true visitors would most likely frequent, such as accommodators, retailers and attraction
locations. The survey was also marketed online through municipal social media channels, using targeted boosts to
reach visitors who had visited Gravenhurst recently. This campaign was focused mainly on hard copy print
promotion in an effort to produce the highest number of authentic responses. However, online marketing may be
the most effective in capturing responses from day trippers or those who are mainly visiting for recreation purposes
and not frequenting local accommodations or retail establishments.
Invalid submissions were identified and removed. These submissions were either from a Resident (permanent or
seasonal) or Duplicates (same respondent on the same day or responses from members of the same group visiting
together) and duplicate information, such as number of group members has been removed from all but one of the
group’s responses to ensure individual members or activities are not being counted multiple times.

The Results…..
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Survey Interest and Data Validation
740 Surveys
Completed

31 Businesses
Participated

685 Valid
Surveys

55 Invalid Responses

(38) Duplicates, (11) Locals,
(6) Additional Group Members

Marketing/Promo (Town Facebook & Webpage)

(37) Posts, (30,824) Post Views, (1,339) Post Engagements
(333) Post Clicks, (1%) Conversion Rate, (140) Contest Page Views

Additional Insights: Based on post clicks (noted above) we can estimate that approximately 50% of completed
surveys were derived online and the other 50% by hard copy survey cards at local establishments.

Ages and Place of Origin
1908 Adults (19+)

47% Couples

(323) 2 Person Groups

132 Youth (11-18)

(75) 11-14 yrs, (57) 15-18 yrs

26% Families/Groups
with Kids or Youth

(100) Kids, (80) Youth

95% Inter-Province Visitors
(308) Central
(110) Southwestern
(100) Toronto/GTA
(80) Northern
(51) Eastern

4% Other National Visitors
(20) Western Canada
(8) Eastern Canada

166 Kids (0-10)

10% Groups (no kids)
(71) Groups with 3+

1% International Visitors
(6) USA
(2) Iceland, Barbados

Additional Insights: We know from ticket sales that the Bethune Memorial House and Museum sees thousands
(20,000) of visitors, many of Chinese descent and we estimate them as being our largest demographic of
international tourists. We also know from our local accommodation proprietors that visitors from Australia, Germany
& UK also stayed in early 2018. However, this was prior to survey launch and they were unable to complete the
survey.
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Top 5 Reasons for Visiting

31% Visiting
Family/Friends

23% Outdoor
Recreation

13% Other

Celebration, Getaway,
Exploring New Places

9% Shopping

8% Cultural/
Historic Attraction

Additional Insights: Other reasons for visiting included Dining (6%), Event/Concert (6%), Sports Tourneys (2%), Here
on business (1%), and Going to the Opera House (1%).

Travel Times & Mode of Transportation
23% Travel over 3 Hrs
(79) 3-4 hours
(82) 4+ hours

11% Regional Travellers

96% By Car
2% By Plane

National & International

(76) 0-30 mins

1% By Bus

Between Kitchener & North Bay

1% By Boat
66% Travel between 1-3 Hrs
(224) 1-2 hours
(225) 2-3 hours

From Regional docks/launches

1% By Motorcycle

Additional Insights: Regional travellers are visitors who reside anywhere between Huntsville and Orillia (excluding
Gravenhurst) and are part of our regional economic trade area. Most visitors coming by boat are Day Trippers
launching from other regional locations such a Bracebridge & Muskoka Lakes while visiting friends and family. As
there are no waterways which connects Gravenhurst to national/international waters, visitors by boat are regional
residents or visitors bringing boats who include Gravenhurst as part of their Muskoka vacation. Interestingly, 5 of
the 10 visitors/groups that travelled by plane came from Alberta.
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Length of Stay and Lodging
3% Extended Holidayers
(19) More Than 1 Week

30% Hotel/Motel/Inn

17% Mid-Weekers

(132) Traditional Lodging

42% Weekenders

(91) 3-5 Nights
(28) 1 Week

(107) 1 Night
(184) 2 Nights

9% B & B’s

(43) Private Lodging

38% Day-Trippers
(256) Day Trips

7% Camping
48% Family/Friends

(213) Personal Residences

(29) Outdoor/RV

6% Resort

(26) Lodging + Amenities

Additional Insights: Based on local data recently gathered by online or direct contact with local accommodators,
Gravenhurst has approximately 400 roofed visitor accommodations which can sleep approximate 850 people. This
does not include camping and trailer sites. We also found that a number of visitors are staying in Airbnb’s and
vacation rentals, which were not specifically captured in this year’s survey.

Activities and Interests

79% Sports & Rec

66% Dining

(449) Eat-in/Take-out
(307) Parks & Beaches
(173) Boating/Hiking
(32) Camping
(29) Tournaments
(4) Other (Fishing, Sightseeing)

63% Shopping

(430) Products/Services

37% Attractions

(103) Steamship/Centre
(91) Boat Cruise
(33) Opera House
(26) Bethune Museum
(1) Drive-In

35% Event/Festival
(126) Farmers’ Market
(114) Local Events

Additional Insights: We know that camping, especially “RVing” is popular in Gravenhurst as there are a number of
parks locally and we anticipate an increase in response in future years as we continue to build connections with
these accommodators. This is also the same approach we are taking with local sports tournaments and events.
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Spending and Economic Impacts

$

$591,950 Total Spent by Survey Respondents (Approx.)
$864 Average Spent Per Group
73% $100-$500

22% $500-$1500

4% $1500-$3000

130 ($0-$100)

112 ($500-$1000)

17 ($1500-$2000)

202 ($100-250)

36 ($1000-$1500)

8 ($2000-$3000)

1% $1500-$3000
8 ($3000+)

169 ($250-500)

$

$18,850 Regional Visitor Spending
(71) Responses

3% Regional Visitor Spending
(71) Responses

$

$573,100 Non-Regional Visitor Dollars
(614) Responses

97% Non-Regional Visitor Dollars
(614) Responses

Additional Insights: Total spending and spending ranges are based on number of responses in each individual spend
category. The survey did not ask for a spending breakdown and is not able to determine the specific percentages
spent on individual purchases (food, lodging, attraction tickets, etc.) and could be something to consider for future
surveys. Regional Dollars and New Dollars were determined by a 40 km radius threshold based on visitor home
town/city data and is consistent with the Ontario Tourism Regional Economic Impact Model (TREIM 2017).

Other Regional Stops and Excursions
38% Bracebridge (263)
24% Muskoka Lakes (164)
21% Huntsville (143)
10% Algonquin Park (68)
9% Lake of Bays (59)
8% Georgian Bay (56)
24% Not Visiting Anywhere Else

Additional Insights: As the Gateway to Muskoka, Gravenhurst is often a stopping point for the broader Muskoka
region and 76% of respondents said they were coming from or visiting one or more other places within the Region.
As only 11% of respondents were regional visitors, 65% were from outside the area and had visited one or more
regional locations.
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Planning and Researching Visits

76% Personal Experience or Connection

(286) Visited Before, (235) Word of Mouth (Friend/Family), (1) Other; drove by many times and decided
to stop

55% Internet & Social Media
(114) Social Media, (93) Muskoka Tourism Website, (63) Town of Gravenhurst Website, (62) Experience
Gravenhurst Website, (21) Explorers Edge Website, (12) Other: organic internet searches
13% Print and Traditional Advertising

(52) Muskoka Visitor Centre, (13) Newspaper, (13) Radio, (6) Chamber Visitor Directory, (3) Television,
(2) Other; parkbus

Additional Insights: Based on the main reason for visiting being Friends and Family, it’s no surprise that that majority
of visitors are learning about Gravenhurst or planning their trip by word of mouth or because they have been before.
Once they are here, they are also using other methods to discover things to see and do.

Overall Experience
100% Enjoyed Their Visit to
Gravenhurst

51% Wanted Direct Info on
Future Tourism Events, etc.

90% Plan on Returning to Gravenhurst
9% Might Return Depending on Upcoming Events
1% Are Not Returning

What Visitors said they like about Gravenhurst
•
•
•
•
•

Just keep up the good work. Gravenhurst is heading in a good direction
Great Experience
Very Friendly
Gravenhurst is Beautiful!
Small Town Charm
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Wants and Improvements
What new event, attraction or store would you like to see in Gravenhurst?
•
•
•
•

38% Event/Festival

(30) Music/Concerts
(27) General Community
(21) Arts/Cultural
(17) Food/Drink
(16) Farmers’ Market
(11) Art/Crafts/Antiques
(7) Sport/Recreation
(5) Children/Family

More and Different Festivals/Events
More Specialty/Artisan Stores
More Attractions & Entertainment
More Restaurants and Dining Experiences

24% Shopping

(23) “More” Stores
(13) Clothing/Shoes
(11) Culinary/Food
(11) Artisans/Local
(9) Department Store (Walmart)
(6) Sporting Goods/Outdoor
(4) Health & Beauty (Spa)
(3) Specialty (Book, Auto Parts)

23% Attractions

(22) Indoor Amusements (Movies)
(21) Outdoor Amusements (Go Karts)
(11) Steamship/Centre
(11) Boat Cruises
(6) Opera House/Shows
(6) Non-Motorized Rentals
(5) Adventure/Eco Tours/Lodging

15% Dining

(28) “More” Restaurants
(11) Ethnic/Themed
(2) Fine Dining
(5) Chain/Fast Food
(5) Bar/Pub

Request for activities/infrastructure already in place
•
•
•

Farmers’ Market
Movies in the Park
Drive-In

•
•
•

Outdoor, Live Music/Concerts
Public Skating
Boat Cruises

Do you have any other comments (experiences, suggestions or Improvements)?
•
•
•

•
•

Extended Store Hours (Seasonal and Evenings)
Lack of Night Life/Evening Entertainment
Local tourism pack/guide with discounts to local shops and recommendations for
activities
More/Different transportation (Via Rail Stop, Go Train, Buses, More Taxi’s, Uber)
Waterfront Revitalization (Wharf/Park Improvements)

Additional Insights: Boat cruises may be an alternative visitor attraction request to the Steamships because many
are returning and looking for new/different experiences. These boat excursions might include guided or self-guided
rentals/tours or both. Movie Theatre was the most noted attraction under the Indoor Amusements category.
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Visitor Groups - Overview and Insights
Day Trippers
This group of visitors is the second largest survey demographic (38%) visiting
Gravenhurst. Although when comparing length of stay by number of days, rather than a
calendar segmented time span, Day Trippers top the list.
Most Day Trippers are couples or groups of two. Those with children or youth make up
34% of total number of respondent visitors under 18 years of age
On average, Day Trippers are spending approximately $344 per group/per trip, mostly between $0-$250 (82%). In
total they spent approximately $88,450. The majority of spending would go to Dining and Shopping as no costs are
allocated to accommodations for this group, which typically is the highest ratio of cost associated with travel.
Data shows that the majority of respondents (65%) are coming specifically out of their way for shopping at our
local stores. The remaining 35% who noted shopping as their Main Reason for Visiting live within a 30min radius
and likely regularly come to shop in Gravenhurst for common products and services. This indicates a strong retail
draw, likely supported by our many unique stores and artesian offerings.
Most Day Trippers are coming on Saturday or Sunday and missing opportunities (i.e. Farmers’ Market, Music on the
Barge, Movies in the Park) which were specifically noted by multiple respondents. Many comments also included
music, whether in the form of a dedicated music event or concerts, specialty/ethnic foods and family attractions like
movie theatre/go charts, etc. 68% of Day trippers also visited other regional locations.
Opportunities lie in finding ways to convert the non-regional Day Trippers into overnight stays, especially those
coming from 2+ hours away. Increasing visits from neighbouring municipalities, especially during the week could
increase traffic for local businesses, provided they were open past 5pm, especially during the winter based on
comments given in the survey.

Travel Times
44% Travel 1-2 hrs
28% Travel 30 min - 2 hrs
28% Travel 2+ hrs
Ages (adults only)
47% 46-65 yrs
25% 30-45 yrs
14% 19-29 and 66+ yrs
Top Actives While
.

62% Dining
59% Shopping
33% Parks & Beaches

Regional Stops
49% Bracebridge
30% Huntsville
28% Muskoka Lakes
Groups Make up
67% Couples/Group of 2
23% Groups with Kids/Youth
10% Adult Groups of 3+
Top Wants/Improvements
41% Events/Festivals
18% Shopping
16% Attractions

Main Reasons for Visiting
19% Shopping
17% Visiting Family/Friends
14% Outdoor Recreation
Spending Habits
97% $0-$500
3% $500-$2,000
0% $2,000+
Overall Experience
100% Enjoyed There Visit
89% Plan to Return
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Weekenders
This group combines 1-night (15%) and 2-night stays (27%), for a total of 42% of total
visitor respondents. However, when looking at length of stay categories individually, Day
Trippers are the largest individual group. Because the definition of a visitor is often
measured using overnight stays only, we thought it pertinent to reference and analyse the
data from both perspectives.
The majority of Weekenders (73%) are also visiting other regional locations with 3% being regional visitors. This
suggests a small percentage is taking advantage of “Staycation” experiences and opportunities.
Most Weekenders were couples or groups of two. There was an increase in the number of adult groups (3+), and
Weekenders aged 19-29 was triple the number of Day Trippers of the same age. Weekenders also make up 36% of
the total number of respondent visitors under 18 years of age.
On average, Weekenders are spending $964 per group/per trip, mostly within the $100-$500 range (69%). In total,
Weekenders spent approximately $280,750. This is the highest percentage (47%) of total visitor spending of survey
respondents. Although not the main reason for visiting, Dining and Shopping were the top activities for this group.
The “Other” main reasons for visiting by this group was mostly milestone events like a wedding or celebration, which
could fall under the visiting Family & Friends category, however a number of comments also include general R &
R/Visiting new places. Based on the ages of Weekenders most are pre family or empty nesters.
It’s not surprising that with Visiting Family and Friends as the main reason for visiting, Staying with Family and
Friends would be where most would be sleeping. The rest are staying in local accommodations, and in some cases
this group stayed at multiple types of accommodations.
Weekenders, as with Day trippers, are also noting events that are happening during the week (Farmers’ Market,
Movies in the Park, Music on the Barge, etc.). On the other hand, because a number of them are returning visitors,
they also want new experiences and/or want more indoor activities/attractions when they visit.
86% of Weekenders said they plan on returning; Next Year (34%), Same Year (18%), (48% undecided or no answer).

Travel Times
41% Travel 2-3 hrs
30% Travel 3+ hrs
29% Travel 30 min - 2 hrs
Ages (adults only)
35% 46-65 yrs
30% 19-29 yrs
25% 30-45 yrs
Top Actives While Visiting
67% Dining
60% Shopping
33% Parks & Beaches

Regional Stops
44% Bracebridge
32% Muskoka Lakes
22% Huntsville
Groups Make up
55% Couples/Group of 2
22% Groups with Kids/Youth
13% Adult Groups of 3+
Top Wants/Improvements
33% Events/Festivals
59% Attractions
17% Shopping or Dining

Main Reasons for Visiting
39% Visiting Family/Friends
26% Outdoor Recreation
15% Other
Spending Habits
69% $0-$500
29% $500-$2,000
2% $2,000+
Where They Are Staying
47% Friends/Family
32% Hotel/Motel
11% B & B
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Mid-Weekers
Mid-Weekers make up 17% of total visitor respondents and are a combination of those
staying between 3-5 days (13%) and 1 full week (4%) and are assumed to be here mostly
during the weekdays and in some cases over the weekend.
It’s not surprising that none of these visitors are from within the trade region and it seems
that Barrie and area is just far enough away to generate additional overnight stays into the week.
Younger adults (67%) make up the majority of Mid-Weekers and they make up only 11% of total number of visitors
under 18 years of age, being mostly 11-18 years. The Millennial population (born 1980-2000) are the largest
demographic influencing trends now and are expected to continue swaying how and what is “in” over the next 20-30
years. Parents of Mid-Weeker youth are on the mature side of the millennial scale being born in the 1980s. These
families often see the parents and the youth separating and looking for activities which meet their own interests and
so a variety of age appropriate offerings are needed to attract and keep these families coming back.
On average, Mid-Weekers are spending $1,620 per group/per trip, mostly within the $250-$1,000 range (56%). In
total, Mid-Weekers spent approximately $192,750 and are the second largest spending group (33%). Millennials in
general are known to spend more on food and clothing than their parents and grandparents and Mid-Weekers fall
into that same conclusion. In terms of regional impact, 90% of Mid-Weekers are also visiting other regional locations.
High on the want list was; food/culinary offerings and music related entertainment, especially in the evenings as a
number noted “more nightlife” or “things opened after 8pm”. This group seems to have the most similar wants and
needs of our permeant and seasonal residents through the week, based on other public consultations and plan.
All Mid-Weekers said they enjoyed their visit to Gravenhurst and 93% said they plan on returning; Next Year (22%),
This year (18%), Undecided/no comment (60%).

Travel Times
41% Travel 2-3 hrs
38% Travel 3+ hrs
21% Travel 1 - 2 hrs
Ages (adults only)
56% 30-45 yrs
44% 19-29 yrs
35% 46-65 yrs
Top Actives While Visiting
75% Shopping
71% Dining
66% Parks & Beaches

Regional Stops

Main Reasons for Visiting

62% Bracebridge
33% Muskoka Lakes
33% Huntsville
Groups Make up
35% Couples/Group of 2
20% Groups with Kids/Youth
33% Adult Groups of 3+
Top Wants/Improvements
41% Events/Festivals
28% Shopping
16% Attractions

37% Visiting Family/Friends
35% Outdoor Recreation
12% Other
Spending Habits
37% $0-$500
58% $500-$2,000
5% $2,000+
Where They Are Staying
49% Friends/Family
31% Hotel/Motel
9% Resort/B & B
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Extended Holidayers
Extended Holidayers are our smallest group of respondents and make up the remaining
3%, staying more than 1 week. These visitors are only traveling by Car or by Plane with
the majority (47%) traveling 4+ hours and being from out of province or international.
However, there are visitors within each of the other four categories between 30min to
4hrs.
The majority of Extended Holidayers are staying with Friends and Family, while the others are staying in traditional
roofed accommodations. Just as the other visitor groups, most Extended Holidayers are also visiting other regional
locations (84%).
The majority of Extended Holidayers in terms of age are split between 19-29 (35%) and 46-65 (35%) and this group
brings the lowest percentage of kids and youth (3%). This conclusion is not surprising as both age groups are
typically without dependent children and have more disposable incomes for travel and leisure activities.
Extended Holidayers are spending the most per group/per trip being an average of $1,797and mostly within the
$250-$1,000 range (42%). In total, Extended Holidayers who took the survey spent approximately $34,150.
From the few comments we received by this group, generally the sentiment is the same; more or different
restaurants and more retail offerings. Recreation was also mentioned in the form of non-motorized rentals and bike
lanes in town.
All Extended Holidayers said they enjoyed their visit to Gravenhurst and 100% said they plan on returning; Next Year
(63%) and Same Year (10%).

Travel Times
58% Travel 3+ hrs
37% Travel 30 min - 2 hrs
5% Travel 2-3 hrs
Ages (adults only)
35% 19-29 yrs
30% 30-45 yrs
35% 46-65 yrs
Top Actives While Visiting
89% Shopping
74% Farmers’ Market
68% Dining

Regional Stops

Main Reasons for Visiting

81% Bracebridge
43% Muskoka Lakes
37% Huntsville
Groups Make up
35% Couples/Group of 2
20% Groups with Kids/Youth
33% Adult Groups of 3+
Top Wants/Improvements
47% Shopping
27% Attractions
13% Dining or Events

75% Visiting Family/Friends
5% Shopping
5% Recreation
Spending Habits
37% $0-$500
58% $500-$2,000
5% $2,000+
Where They Are Staying
84% Friends/Family
31% Hotel/Motel
9% Resort/B & B
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Conclusion
Survey Results Show
 Visitors are traveling to multiple locations during their visit, especially if staying more than 1 day.
 Day-Trippers and Weekenders have the highest ratios of children and youth making up 70% of the total
respondent mix. This is not surprising as younger Millennials make up the largest percentage of Mid-Weekers
and Extended Holidayers. Weekenders have the highest per group/per trip spending ratio and increasing this
demographic could exponentially increase new dollars into the Gravenhurst economy.
 Many of the wants and needs of visitors who took the survey were also identified in the 2018 Gravenhurst
Retail Mix and Gap Analysis, such as; more and diverse culinary experiences, indoor attractions (especially for
kids and youth) and additional shopping opportunities, like woman’s clothing.
 A number of suggestions for new activities and experiences happened to be events or attractions already
available in Gravenhurst (Farmers’ Market, Outdoor Music/Movies, etc.) which the majority of visitor who
are coming on the weekends are not able to participate in.

Where We Excel
Gravenhurst, as a small rural community has a number of established tourism assets as well as areas
which can still be developed and improved to attract new and repeat visitors all year.
Gravenhurst’s biggest draw is its natural features providing opportunities for recreation, and
its small town charm fostered by the friendly and welcoming atmosphere conveyed through
interactions with local artisans and proprietors.
On a larger scale, the region of Muskoka itself has an added value of diverse landscapes
and drivability where residents and visitors can easily explore by car, boat or plane at their
pace, whether that is over a day or over an extended period of time.

Room For Improvement
The biggest complaint was related to dining and retail, being hours of operation in the evenings
and over long weekends; noting that businesses are closing early and visitor have no
entertainment opportunities after 8pm. The largest demographics of spenders and
trendsetters lay with Millennials (9.5 Million in Canada) now between the ages of 19-36 and
businesses need to adapt to meet new expectations and demand from these consumers.

Opportunities
Expanding established events to the weekends would fill some of the gaps and provide local
and regional residents with additional activities on the weekend. Focusing attractions on new
events and recreation experiences as well as more local artisan offerings and indoor
amusement will provide the new experiences for both visitors and residents alike.
•

Gravenhurst businesses and stakeholders have an opportunity to capitalize on and
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•
•
•
•

coordinate events and entertainment happening in the region.
Having multiple experiences for visitors, not only locally but regionally, may increase stays for local
accommodators especially in the winter, as visitors will have more things to see and do in close proximity.
Although only 11% of respondents were regional visitors, they provide the largest opportunity for off-season
revenues and growth in the local tourism economy. These visitors would be most likely to attend new and
mid-week events and have shown to take advantage of staycations.
Overnight conversion opportunities generally lay with travellers from 1-3hrs away, provided there are
adequate experiences/activities and accommodations to warrant an overnight stay.
Being open later during peak season is an opportunity for core tourism businesses to meet demand and fill
evening entertainment gaps.

In addition to the percentages of visitors who are dining out (66%), 28% of the comments where
related to culinary experiences either as physical restaurants or through a food and drink events.
Current businesses would benefit from seasonal menu items, using local products or introducing
new flavours to add variety and keep patrons coming back, or coming more often. There are also
opportunities for new investments in ethnic cuisines as the demand for variety and different
experiences grow.
Based on the number of responses related to “boat rentals or tours” charters, rental
companies and marinas may find value in building and/or promoting boating routes/packages
(tours with local/regional day and/or overnight stops) to assist visitors not familiar with the
area, navigate and have the best experience our local waterways. Those seeking nontraditional adventure/camping experiences may also find value in such information/packages.
Currently, businesses are only promoting their individual services/products and do not have a
connected boating systems which offers local stops, sights and experiences for visitors.
Effective marketing and promotion of events and attractions is important and businesses and
stakeholders should considered focusing their efforts on those things that are common
wants and needs to satisfy the majority of new and returning visitors. When looking at
package development and event promotions, businesses should look at marketing
directly to regional residents and visitors in a variety of way, since the majority of visitors
are Day trippers or coming to visit Friends and Family. Getting local and seasonal
residents engaged and excited will ultimately pull in other visitors through word of mouth.

Digging Deeper
In 2019, we will look to identified stays in “Airbnb” as this alternative accommodation option is becoming more
popular and available in Gravenhurst. In addition, we will continue to attempt to get the survey marketing
information wide spread and available in all types of accommodators including resorts and camp grounds not
previously involved in the program. Additionally, a separate vacation/cottage rental category was added as we
recognize many visitors renting private residences for family vacations or other retreats/events, and is different from
other lodging options. We were able to partner with the local Vacation Rental office for the 2019 season.
An ongoing tracking mechanism at a local level could also assist future tourism development in Gravenhurst. This
could include Room Counts, Stays/Bookings and Rate tracking of individual accommodation providers in one
combined system and is not currently being done at any level of the Tourism continuum at any level. Knowing how
many rooms we have for each accommodation type can assist in determining current and future needs based on
visitors preferences and trends.
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